
Installation view of Shimon Attie's Night Watch (2018). Photo: Kate Levy, courtesy of the artist and More Art.

Giant Video Portraits of Refugees Are Circling Manhattan for 
the UN General Assembly This Week—See Them Here

Shimon Attie's floating film installation can be seen on New York's Hudson and East Rivers.

Caroline Goldstein, September 25, 2018

As world leaders arrive to the United Nations General Assembly in New York this week, new media 
artist Shimon Attie is giving them a front row seat to a global issue that he finds particularly pressing.

Attie’s floating film installation, Night Watch, stars 12 former refugees from around the world who were 
granted political asylum and relocated to New York. Their digital portraits are displayed onto a 20-foot-tall, 
12-foot-wide screen, mounted aboard a barge sailing slowly down the East River and the Hudson River. In 
the 10-minute silent loop, locals and visitors alike have a chance to see some of the individuals who are 
affected by the country’s changing immigration laws.
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Shimon Attie at the opening for Night Watch. Photo: Kate Levy, courtesy of More Art.

The film was commissioned by the nonprofit group More Art, which helped Attie research and 
collaborate with legal aid organizations, including the Safe Passage Project and Immigration Equality, as 
well as community activist groups such as the Queer Detainee Empowerment Project and RIF Asylum 
Support.

Night Watch will be traveling along the Hudson River from 6 p.m.–8 p.m. on September 25-26. It will 
appear on the East River, near Brooklyn Bridge Park, from 6 p.m.–8 p.m. on September 27. 

See more pictures from the project below:

Installation view of Shimon Attie’s Night Watch (2018). Photo: Kate Levy, courtesy of the artist 
and More Art.

http://moreart.org/


Installation view of Shimon Attie’s Night Watch (2018). Photo: Kate Levy, courtesy of the artist and More Art.

Installation view of Shimon Attie’s Night Watch (2018). Photo: Kate Levy, courtesy of the artist and More Art.

From left: Victor from Colombia, Denise from Trinidad, Edafe from Nigeria, and Alena from Tatarstan. Courtesy of 
More Art.
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Standing on the waterfront of Brooklyn Bridge Park on a misty Sunday evening, the visual artist Shimon 
Attie pointed to his latest installation moving slowly up the East River.

It was a tugboat dragging a barge that had been carrying an LED screen through New York City’s 
waterways for four days. The project is called “Night Watch,” and the screen on top of the barge— 20 feet 
across, 12 feet high — looped a silent film lasting nearly 10 minutes. It shows portraits of a dozen 
individuals who live in or around the city who were granted political asylum. They appear on screen with 
blank faces staring intently into the camera, occasionally walking toward it.

The beginning of the film features a quote attributed to James Baldwin: “We contain the other, 
hopelessly and forever.” The ending spells out the installation’s intent more clearly: “For the millions 
who have been forced to flee their homelands to escape violence and discrimination. For the fortunate 
few who have been granted political asylum in the United States.”

As the barge went by where Mr. Attie was standing, the Statue of Liberty was prominently visible behind 
the installation.

“The waterways for New York for the last two centuries have been integral toward welcoming new 
immigrants from all over the world,” Mr. Attie said.

The exhibition was commissioned by More Art, a socially conscious nonprofit based in Manhattan that 
specializes in public art projects, and was timed to coincide with the United Nations General Assembly 
convening this week.

Mr. Attie has been doing this kind of work for decades. In a 1991 installation called “The Writing on the 
Wall,” he collected pre-World War II photographs of everyday Jewish life in Berlin and projected them 
on the streets where they had been taken. In 1998, for “Between Dreams and History,” to convey the New 
York City immigrant experience, he projected written thoughts, including poems, memories and wishes, 
from 75 residents onto tenement buildings on the Lower East Side.

But this one may be more difficult for viewers to comprehend, given that the only hints of the project’s 
purpose come at the beginning and end, which, because of the barge’s movement, many viewers will 
miss. But even watching the footage without knowing the context, Mr. Attie said, was still valuable.

“There’s a powerful resonance about simply having the poetry of these large faces floating by on what 
looks almost like a 19th-century raft in a completely unexpected location,” Mr. Attie said.

Cruising New York’s Waterways This Week: 
Portraits of Former Refugees
By Sopan Deb
Sept. 24, 2018 
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In an interview, Mr. Attie, 61, discussed his most recent project, which will run through Sept. 27. These 
are edited excerpts from the conversation.

Why did you decide to spotlight former asylum seekers?

There are two answers to that. One is I have a long history of working with refugee and asylum 
communities. Also, it’s a topic of great urgency in this moment of our history. These are people whose 
lives have been saved by the United States. I couldn’t think of something more urgent to do

How did you decide on the 12 people to feature in the film?

That process took a few months. We partnered with several legal advocacy organizations that were getting 
applications approved for asylum seekers. They came to trust us. They came to trust me. They opened 
their clients to us. I showed them my past work. I talked to them about what the idea was. I asked them 
what they thought. If they didn’t like the idea, this project would not happen. They loved the idea because 
it’s different. More specifically, I picked people who have character, strong faces, and people who would 
be good in front of a camera.

Where does this project rank in terms of logistical difficulty?

I’ve had more difficult and challenging projects and less difficult and challenging projects. The Berlin 
project was just guerrilla art. That was easy. That was me and four slide projectors.

This project, we started about two years ago. I took about six months considering what I wanted to do.

The individuals appear onscreen with blank faces staring intently into the camera, occasionally walking toward it.
George Etheredge for The New York Times

http://moreart.org/projects/night-watch/


I’m going to answer a question you didn’t ask. The barge and the tugboat resonate in a very historical 
way, almost like a raft. Yet, right in the middle of it, there’s a large contemporary, high-tech, high-
resolution LED screen. So they make a very nice synthesis together.

Was connecting with the 12 participants the most challenging part of the process?

Over the years, I’ve done a lot of community-based projects, especially with communities that have been 
marginalized. It’s a territory I’m familiar with. It is challenging, but it isn’t the most challenging part. The 
most challenging part, I think, is to try and make a strong work of art.

Because I don’t work in an instrumental way, I don’t have a message. I’m not trying to communicate 
something that’s reduced or specific or foreclosed. Rather, I’m trying to do two things: One is to try to use 
the language of contemporary art; two, to transmit a possibility to experience this subject matter in a new 
way.

What do you want people who see this to think about?

As an artist, I’m a little hesitant to get that specific because it’s a little more multifaceted than that. I 
would say that I would like members of the public to take away a possibility to reflect on this topic: “The 
Stranger Among Us.”

There have been different art projects with asylum seekers and refugees even recently. But they 
typically deal with people from far away trying to flee to safety, whether in Europe or here. These 
are people who live among us. These are our neighbors. They are our co-workers. They are our 
friends. This notion of insider and outsider and trying to scramble that and turn that upside 
down.

A version of this article appears in print on Sept. 25, 2018, on Page C2 of the New York edition with the headline: 
Out on the Water: Images of Asylum.



Who are the people seeking 
political asylum in the US?
GABRIELLA ANGELETI
19th September 2018 16:58 GMT

Edafe Okporo, a refugee and gay rights activist from Nigeria who was a victim of mob violence, participated in the project. Okporo is now a published writer, a Beyond the Bar fellow at Columbia 
University as well as a youth representative to the United Nations Department of Public Information and NGO Executive Committee
Shimon Attie/More Art

On Thursday (20 September), as world leaders convene in New York for the 
annual United Nations General Assembly, the faces of 12 people who have 
sought political asylum in the US will appear larger than life on a 12-foot-tall 
video screen floating along the waterways of the city. The multimedia 
installation, called Night Watch and mounted on a slow-moving barge, was 
conceived by the New York-based artist and photographer Shimon Attie in 
collaboration with the non-profit organisation More Art to “give voice to 
communities who have been traumatised or victimised because of our 
current zeitgeist”, Attie says.

The project profiles several LGBTQIA individuals who “faced tremendous 
vulnerabilities in their native countries and fled under the threat of life or 
death”, Attie says, adding that the faces of the participants, who came from 
Kazakhstan, Russia, Colombia and other countries, “emerge from the 
darkness like in a Caravaggio painting”. The artist, who has previously 
worked on several site-specific pieces that address immigration and 
refugees, says he turned to local advocacy groups like Immigration for 
Equality and the Safe Passage Project to find the subjects. He recorded their 
stories because they were “devastating to hear [but] also hopeful,” Attie says, 
“and they show how resilient humans can be to survive certain situations 
and strive to make a good life”.
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The project is being supported by the New York department of Cultural

Affairs and the New York State Council on the Arts, as well as the Shelley and

Donald Rubin Foundation, the Lambent Foundation and private donors.

Visitors can track the installation, which travels from Staten Island to the

shores of Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan, Roosevelt Island, the South Bronx

and New Jersey through 27 September, though More Art's social media

(Twitter: @moreart , Instagram: @moreartnyc ). A series of programmes

 looking at immigration rights has been organised for the run of the

A rendering of the Night Watch project, running for 20-27 September in New York Shimon Attie/Night Watch

project at various parks in New York City and at the Jack Shainman Gallery

in Chelsea.

“Arts and ethics are intertwined but, unlike politics, art is not about a

specific message but stirring some poetic oxygen”, Attie says. The dedication

that appears at the end of the video portraits strikes such a lyrical tone: “For

the millions who have been forced to flee their homelands to escape violence

and discrimination. For the fortunate few who have been granted political

asylum in the United States.”

One of the asylum seekers in Night Watch, Edafe Okporo, is a 26-year-old 
activist who fled Nigeria in 2016 in the wake of the government’s draconian 
anti-homosexuality laws. “There was mob violence and anyone who they 
thought was queer was attacked”, Attie says, adding that Okporo was very 
badly hurt. His arrival in the US was not without its own troubles, however. 
“When he landed at the airport and told the immigration folks that he was 
requesting asylum, he was arrested by ICE and taken to detention in New 
Jersey for nearly seven months until someone was able to approve his 
application”. Okporo published a memoir about his experience titled Bed 26, 
after the cot he was assigned in prison. He is now a fellow at Columbia 
University and a youth representative to the United Nations Department of 
Public Information and NGO Executive Committee.
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Shimon Attie does not want you to mistake
him for a politician. He is simply interested in
creating new avenues for political discourse.
Perhaps, this is why the artist has taken to
Manhattan’s waterways with his latest work,
“Night Watch,” which is a �oating barge
featuring a large-scale LED video of recent
New Yorkers granted political asylum after
�eeing violence and discrimination in their
homelands.

“I intend to use the language of contemporary art to create new representations
for how we see the other or the outsider,” Attie said in a statement.

Speaking further with Hyperallergic about his project, Attie noted that Americans,
especially New Yorkers, should become more cognizant of the refugees who live
with us us as neighbors and co-workers. Through understanding their stories, we
might better understand the toll that rightwing, xenophobic rhetoric is having on
their lives.

NEWS

Refugee Stories Told from a Barge, Timed for
UN General Assembly Session
We talked to Shimon Attie and the subjects of his project about
the state of political asylum in America.



In conversation, though, Attie does not explicitly connect “Night Watch” to
President Donald Trump’s actions, although the commander-in-chief ’s shadow
certainly looms large over a project confronting the country’s controversial
immigration policing tactics. He did, however, pose one open question: “What
does one do with a mad dog of history?”

The artist’s answer seems evident in his work, which will go on view from
September 20–27, coinciding with the annual session of the United Nations
General Assembly. With the institution’s headquarters on the East River’s shore,
it’s probable that many diplomats and world leaders will see Attie’s piece. It’s
possible that the president himself may see it.

Commissioned by More Art, a nonpro�t with a
mission to connect artists and communities,
that advocates for immigration rights, Attie has
also partnered with organizations including
Immigration Equality and Safe Passage Project.
Through these networks, he met the twelve
subjects of his video, many of whom are queer
refugees and minors.

Answering questions issued by Hyperallergic,
the asylees represented in Attie’s work

describe America as their beloved new home, despite today’s ugly immigrant
rhetoric. As for the Trump administration, “they should know that now more than
ever people are connected and we are nobody’s fool,” one respondent said.
“Protest and rebellion show that we know when things are not okay and that they
need to change.”

Another respondent named Sergey, expressed
hope that “Night Watch” would remind New
Yorkers and President Trump that immigrants
made this country. They note that while living
in Kazakhstan, they were a journalist and
LGBTQ activist attempting to combat a high
level of homophobia until it became too
dangerous to live there. In America, Sergey is
actively following their dream of becoming a

medical profession.



When asked what the word “community” means to them, an asylee named Denise 
noted that the term conjured up images of togetherness. “All of us are united for 
the purpose of a common good, which allows us to experience what it truly means 
to be human,” they said. “What it means to be American.”

Traveling at a glacial �ve miles-per-hour, the barge will be easy to follow for
passersby looking to watch Attie’s entire 9 1/2 minute piece. The project’s website 
has full details of its travel schedule. Additionally, “Night Watch” will remain
stationary for a variety of refugee-related shorefront events during its weeklong 
cruise:

Thursday, September 20, 2018 6:30-8:30 PM 
Wagner Park, Battery Park City (Directions) 
“Night Watch” Opening

Saturday, September 22, 2018 5:00-8:00 PM 
Viewing Room at Jack Shainman Gallery (Directions)  and Pier 63 
A day of dialogue on LGBTQ experiences in the US immigration system

Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:30-7:30 
South Bronx, at the end of Lincoln Avenue (Directions) 
Article 14. Join More Art, the Mayor’s O�ce of Immigrant A�airs, South Bronx Unite 

and New York Restoration Project for a celebration of NYC immigrants at the Lincoln 

Avenue waterfront.

Thursday, September 27, 2018 7:30-8:00 
Brooklyn Bridge Park, Pier 6 
Closing celebration of “Night Watch”



Arts and theater

Artist Shimon Attie gets 'Lost' on the Mississippi River

By Calvin Wilson St. Louis Post-Dispatch Apr 8, 2017

In American mythology, the Mississippi River exerts a powerful tug. And that majestic body of water �gures prominently in “Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn,” which continues to engage the American imagination.

Both the river that �ows alongside St. Louis and the classic Mark Twain novel provided inspiration for “Lost in Space (After Huck),” an exhibition

on view through June 25 at the St. Louis Art Museum. The site-speci�c multimedia installation was created by New York-based visual artist

Shimon Attie for the museum’s Currents series.

“I have a long history of creating artworks that in some way engage local communities,” Attie said during a recent appearance at the museum. As

an artist, he’s interested in places where “people are �ghting over who’s in control, who has the power and who’s marginalized.”

"Lost in Space (After Huck)" by Shimon Attie, on view at the St. Louis Art Museum. Photo by Tim Parker

“Those are issues and concerns that inspire me,” he said. “But with art, the trick is, how do you take some of those concerns and use them only as

points of departure? To then create a work that’s more open-ended and has more oxygen in it, so that each person can have their own

experience and have their own fantasies? That’s my idea of a successful artwork.”

The exhibition is curated by Hannah Klemm, assistant curator of modern and contemporary art, with Molly Moog, research assistant. Also on

view through June 25 is Attie’s video installation, “The Crossing,” about a game of roulette with metaphorical implications.

The centerpiece of “Lost in Space” is a cast resin sculpture of a white raft that nods to Huck’s picaresque adventures, on which several objects can

be seen: a bundle tied to a stick, a corncob pipe, a knife, an oar, three sticks bound together — and an incongruous item with a red glow that

could be interpreted as either a police light or a safety siren.

The raft is surrounded by a six-channel video installation that depicts a shape-shifting night sky, complete with lightning. Standing in the 

gallery is like being on a moonscape.

“I usually begin projects by doing research and thinking and re�ecting,” Attie said. “I spent many, many months considering St. Louis and the fact 

that it sits on the Mississippi River. I even reread ‘Huckleberry Finn,’ this literary masterpiece of the 19th century, in which there’s a chapter where 

they go by St. Louis on the raft.”

http://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/arts-and-theatre
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The tale of rascally Huck and runaway slave Jim, he said, is “an allegory of American race relations” whose themes continue to resonate

throughout American culture in the 21st century.

“I try to con�ate two di�erent time periods in the same work of art,” Attie said. “By doing so, it confounds our expectations — and forces us to

reconsider each in a new light and in a new context. But I’m not here to tell you how the piece should be interpreted.”

Shimon Attie. Photo by Whitney Curtis

Photo by Whitney Curtis

Calvin Wilson
Calvin Wilson is an arts writer for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Attie was born in 1957 in Los Angeles. His work, which also extends to photography and performance, has been exhibited in museums and

galleries around the world, including the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., and the Pompidou

Centre in Paris. Attie was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in 2008 and a Visual Artist Fellowship from Harvard University’s Radcli�e Institute

for Advance Study in 2006-2007.

“Lost in Space (After Huck)” is undeniably intriguing. But one question that might come to mind when gazing at the raft: If it were placed on the

Mississippi River, would it �oat?

“That sculpture weighs a lot more than one would think,” Attie said. “It’s 500 pounds. It takes eight guys to move it.”

Currents 113: 'Shimon Attie — Lost in Space (After Huck)'

When • Through June 25; museum hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday-Thursday and Saturday-Sunday and 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Friday

Where • Gallery 210 at the St. Louis Art Museum, 1 Fine Arts Drive, Forest Park; "New Media Series: Shimon Attie” is on view in Gallery 301

How much • Free

More info • slam.org



 
 

The Ineffectiveness of Words and Other 
Boundaries 
 
by Seph Rodney on June 6, 2016 
 

 
Shimon Attie, “A Problem in Logic” (2014) digital c-print. (all photos ©Shimon Attie, courtesy of the artist and Jack 

Shainman Gallery, New York) 
 

The recently closed exhibition by Shimon Attie at Jack Shainman gallery is the documentation of 
a peculiar work made two years ago and installed in contested locations in Israel and the 
Palestinian Territories. The work from 2014 consists of about 30 light boxes of illuminated text 
inserted in particular sites primarily in and around Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, the Negev desert, and in 
the occupied West Bank. The boxes were staged in order to be photographed. The photographic 
documentation is a key component of the work, because in the endless proliferation of these 
images through digital platforms, these spaces may retain the vestiges of the original installation. 
With this project, Attie is literally making new memories for his viewers to associate with Israel 
and Palestine. 

 
Shimon Attie, Facts on the Ground (2016) installation view. 



 
A concern with the relations between place, memory, and identity has long been a part of Attie’s 
practice. He has projected the digitized photographs and speech of previous and longtime 
residents of neighborhoods that have been historically shaped by their immigrant populations. 
These site-specific projects consisting of apparitions installed to haunt the citizens of Rome, 
Berlin, New York, and Copenhagen, are poignant and lovely, giving viewers a sense the past 
being an irrepressible part of the present. But with this exhibition, Facts on the Ground, initially 
I’m not sure what these words are supposed to do. Are they commentary? Are they correctives? 
Are they provocations? The gallery’s press release characterizes the words as “poetic 
interventions,” but that’s no clarification. 
 

 
Shimon Attie, Facts on the Ground installation view (2016). 

 
There are mostly phrases (in all caps): “All of One’s Fears; Land Lord; A Problem in Logic; 
Something Abnormal; Striking Gold; Finders, Keepers.” The “Land Lord” phrase is clearly a play 
on the twinned seemingly intractable issues that have plagued the region — the religious beliefs 
that organizes people’s lives and the property where these lives are lived. There’s something 
smug about that phrase, slightly self-satisfied, but the “Finders, Keepers,” puts this editorializing 
on different footing. These words illustrate how the conflict between Israel and Palestinians gets 
reduced to overly simplistic, juvenile terms. 

 
Shimon Attie, “Finders, Keepers” (2014) digital c-print. 

 
With this phrase the absurdist, irrational hole opens up: the words that are mobilized around the 
conflict, that are used even to describe it to others not directly involved are crucial shadings of 



meaning. The Palestinian lands are “annexed,” or are “occupied” or “stolen.” Palestinians are 
“displaced” or “the resistance” or “stateless.” Even the borders of the state of Israel are contested, 
particularly since those recognized by the United Nations are not necessarily the same as those 
the state claims for itself. 
 

 
Shimon Attie, “Something Abnormal” (2014) digital c-print. 

 
Yet, there is the other side, where words seem useless in the face of deeply embedded beliefs, 
familial and ethnic solidarity, the mobilization of war machines. Then there is the goading of that 
word “Facts,” in the show’s title, which, in US public discourse depending on the context, instead 
of settling arguments, merely fans them into blazing conflagrations despite the stakes being not 
nearly as high as they are in Israel and Palestine. Facts on the Ground is a puzzling and 
intellectually rankling show because it reminds us, that is, everyone who employs language to 
makes sense of the world around us, particularly in relation to power, that language has some 
profound limitations. There may be some conflicts that lie beyond the ministration of language, 
some we cannot talk our way out of. 
 
Shimon Attie’s Facts on the Ground took place at the Jack Shainman Gallery (West 24th Street, 
Chelsea, Manhattan) from April 28 to June 4.	
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SHIMON ATTIE  
Facts on the Ground 
 
by Yasaman Alipour 
 
JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY | APRIL 28 – JUNE 4, 2016 

A lot could be said of those two words, appearance and reality! [. . .] I thought I could hear 
echoes of it in the phraseologies and absurdly sweeping slogans attributed to the sort of figures 
that haunt the imagination of nations in revolt. 
 

Jean Genet, Prisoner of Love 
 
After twenty years of meditating on social psyches, Shimon Attie has brought the Israel/Palestine 
conflict to Jack Shainman Gallery. Celebrated for his experimental approach, which blurs the line 
between installation and photography, Attie has spent his career moving from one city to the next 
to explore the trauma and history of the marginalized and to reflect on social memory and the 
construction of identity. Seductive, daring, and clever, Facts on the Ground dives into the 
inherently charged and polarized politics of its subject matter. 
 

 
Shimon Attie, ALL OF ONE’S FEARS, Two on-location light boxes, sited between Synagogue and ruins of former 

Mosque attacked by rioting Israelis during second Intifada, Cvar Shalem neighborhood, Tel Aviv, 2014. Digital c-
print. 40 × 60 inches. ©Shimon Attie. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 

 
In twelve large photographs with pastel-like colors, Attie focuses on an enchanted desert, voided 
of all humans, in order to transcend both sides of the tension and override normalized images of 
conflict. He interrupts the landscapes by creating his own installations with short poetic 
statements. Clinical titles briefly contextualize the horrific history of images that are rich in their 
vagueness. Attie achieves something profound: he presents a unique opportunity to contemplate 



Israel/Palestine without the distraction that is simultaneously a manifestation of the limitations 
of visual or written language and the possibilities of their alliance. 
 
A PROBLEM IN LOGIC, Two on location custom made light boxes, Israel-Palestine Separation 
Wall, Abu Dis, Palestinian City, West Bank (2014) visualizes the separation that has continuously 
defined the upheaval. Under a pinkish sky—dusk or perhaps dawn—a barren hill is segregated by 
a long sweeping concrete wall. On the side and beyond the border, the continuing hill is filled with 
repeating cube-like buildings. Emerging from the horizon is a curving road that runs across the 
wall but appears to be stopped by it. Attie’s intervening words challenge the familiar image; next 
to the gray wall—filled with English statements in support of the resistance—two light-boxes are 
placed: “A PROBLEM” and “IN LOGIC.” The short sentence creates a moment of silence that 
invites us to revisit the image, and even its subject. 
 
Attie repeats this approach throughout the project. The simple and poetic illustrations of the 
ongoing tragedy; the protest embedded in the short, haiku-like statements; and the burden of the 
provided information come together to create puzzles that refuse to be solved. Most significantly, 
what allows this multi-layered experience is Attie’s mastery as an image maker—his attention to 
detail. 
 

 
Shimon Attie, LAND LORD, Two on-location light boxes, looking onto the Israeli settlement Har Homa from the 
Palestinian Village Umm Tuba, annexed by Israel in 1967, 2014. Digital c-print. 49 1/8 × 73 1/8 × 2 1/8 inches. 
©Shimon Attie. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 
 
ALL OF ONE’S FEARS, Two on-location light boxes, sited between Synagogue and ruins of 
former Mosque attacked by rioting Israelis during second Intifada, Cvar Shalem neighborhood, 
Tel Aviv (2014) is an intentionally simplistic analogy of the crisis. The mosque stands on one 
corner, the humble synagogue—a small house with windows illuminating a Star of David—on the 
other. Between them, a silhouetted palm tree symbolizes Middle East’s Eden. Across the 
darkening sky of the two cities, electricity wires run, crossing each other and connecting the two 
opposing poles. The pebbles on the ground are illuminated with two light boxes: “ALL OF,” 
“ONE’S FEARS.” Their separation makes the words stand out: “All,” “One,” “Fears,” each so core 
to the situation. 
 
Effective as it is, Attie’s obscurity only protects him to an extent. In recent years, generalizations 
and simplifications have become common refuge in discussions of the ongoing disputes. Attie 
takes a different path. A closer look into the exhibition as a whole unfolds deeper complexities; 
the recurring themes of identity and conflict can circle back to the artist himself: Attie is a Jewish 
American who has chosen, for the most part, to stand in Palestine and look into Israel—and 
specifically at its fraught settlements. 



 
At points, Attie succeeds in creating a single image that contains the different layers 
simultaneously. In LAND LORD, Two on-location light boxes, looking onto the Israeli settlement 
Har Homa from the Palestinian Village Umm Tuba, annexed by Israel in 1967, (2014), Attie 
stands in the Palestinian village of Umm Tuba looking into the Israeli settlement of Har Homa. 
The foreground focuses on small details: dirt, rubbish, destruction. The image gradually goes out 
of focus in perspectival depth: roads lead the eyes to a hilltop covered by the identical high-rises 
of Har Homa. The two loaded words, “Land” and “Lord” are placed on the far sides on the empty 
ground, balancing the image and creating an invisible entry to the emerging army of buildings. 
The title continues to describe Umm Tuba, “annexed by Israel in 1967.” The blurred lights of the 
distant roads and homes turn into lit candles. An unknown tragedy is mourned. 
 
Like two mirrors, Attie faces his abstracted information and his seductive photography towards 
one another, in endlessly repeating mutual reference. Still the obscurity of his poetics doesn’t 
make him immune to partiality. The intended audience and the delivered message are, however 
obliquely, discernable in Attie’s smart and conscious choices: his wording, his decisions as image-
maker, his controversial subjects, and even his use of the English language. Rather than a 
universal truth, Facts on the Ground is a gate, holding within it a road carved by the artist. It is 
entirely up to the viewer to decide how far they will go. 
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Artist Shimon Attie
On Photography,
Language, Beauty
And Getting Tear
Gassed
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“I’m attempting to articulate the zeitgeist,

the hopes, the disappointments, the

problematics of ideology that are somehow

present in the land but not visible,” said

Attie.

+
Facts on the Ground asks us to reconsider

how language, when wielded with immense

thought and concern for beauty, can

illuminate even the most fraught spaces.

Alina Cohen
CONTRIBUTOR

I write about art and culture in New York
City and beyond.
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LAND LORD, Two onlocation light boxes, looking onto the
Israeli settlement Har Homa from the Palestinian Village
Umm Tuba, annexed by Israel in 1967, 2014 ©Shimon Attie.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

In Shimon Attie’s series of
photographs, Facts on the Ground,
language becomes a part of the
landscape. Attie captured different
locations in Israel and Palestine, from
Tel Aviv to the Negev Desert to the
West Bank. He inserted his own light
boxes, which display brief messages,
into the scenes. Using a generator, he
illuminated the boxes and
photographed them in his chosen
settings. His captions, which
accompany the photographs, add
context to each location. Last week,
Jack Shainman Gallery in Chelsea
opened an exhibition of a selection of
the works.

Take, for example, SOMETHING
ABNORMAL, Two onlocation custom
made light boxes, Lifta (former
Palestinian village bombed and
evacuated during the 1948 War).
Attie’s image of crumbling, ancient
stone buildings exudes a sense of
desolation. In contrast, modern high-
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rises sit above the ruins. Two light
boxes slant downhill in front of the
nearest structure, reading
“SOMETHING ABNORMAL.” The sky
is a gloomy gray, but a bit of light
peaks from the clouds. Attie’s  brief
history of the site within his caption
enriches our understanding of this
place. The words indicate the
violence and conflict that have led
to the barrenness of the scenery.

SOMETHING ABNORMAL, Two onlocation light
boxes, Lifta (former Palestinian village bombed and
evacuated during 1948 war) , 2014 ©Shimon Attie. Courtesy
of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

The viewer is left to discern the
meaning of “Something
Abnormal.” Perhaps it questions the
striking contrast between the old and
new, or maybe it refers more generally
to the history of Israeli and Palestinian
lands. Perhaps what’s abnormal is the
emptiness in a place where people
once lived. Each of Attie’s photographs
contains one of these brief,
ambiguous phrases, asking the viewer
to reconsider the landscapes. Other
phrases include “A DIFFERENT

POSSESSION” (situated on Mount
Scopus, overlooking an annexed
Palestinian Village), “WITHOUT IS
WITHIN” (looking into a mosque in
Tel Aviv), and “UNLIKE EUPHORIA”
(in Rabin Square, the site of Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin’s
assassination).

“They’re open to interpretation,” Attie
told me by phone the afternoon after
his show opened. “There’s a poetic,
interpretive oxygen in the phrases.”
Attie spent about eight months
developing them, primarily from his
own artistic and literary distillations.
Some came from the history of
Zionism. “The Israeli philosopher
Gershom Scholem would be one
example.” He completed this phase of
the project in New York, where he
lives.

“I’m attempting to articulate the
zeitgeist, the hopes, the
disappointments, the problematics of

ideology that are somehow present in 
the land but not visible,” said Attie. +
His photographs transform spoken 
and unspoken words of conflict and 
hope into visual language. With “about 
eighty good phrases,” he arrived in 
Israel on a grant from an Israeli 
foundation. For about six weeks, he 
and his crew drove around the 
country, scouting the proper sites for 
his phrases. 

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=Cpu3cpBsyV-7aKs2pnASSnoDoA-SB-MRE7azj4OECwI23ARABIP7U9Rdgycapi8Ck2A-gAef34vwDyAECqAMByAPBBKoE1gFP0O6-e-SHVtvu72NEZpAKiea6DN9o-QLL-EZoNSczZCnJJhUDEG7k_uvvSvKVjjov3WyTD5C4t7gBkDF3p-RPDRNEMx6OV23J2iTXQhO9yHbKdwkLm7iqZasX0T8rE0aUagENA_MHGvWRf_t4034FhMW05KvRvp_4EXDLzUdAKdaTs_RAuy8ib0xjb2U0zCcOKkZwhei4t4xcDF_Ga6uwTM3LaaLBozZaC1CIsGZyg_HhYk5Iui2IBbPhmVNskwNeGtekCMfxmfAM7PJ_lx5UCWresu1MiAYBoAYCgAeBiJ0DqAemvhvYBwHYEww&num=1&cid=CAASEuRosLk6flWgoy4E7b-mtJDSww&sig=AOD64_1QToHsmyK6-kSRNhHYmm4laQBuNw&client=ca-pub-4111763448220873&adurl=http://www.zenfolio.com/us


A PROBLEM IN LOGIC, Two on location custom made light
boxes, IsraelPalestine Separation Wall, Abu Dis, Palestinian
city, West Bank, 2014 ©Shimon Attie. Courtesy of the artist
and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

“There’s no shortage of locations in 
that region where these phrases 
would have worked,” he said. “It’s 
very easy to find sites in Israel and 
Palestine that are contested, that are 
fraught, layered, problematic. What’s 
more difficult is finding sites that 
would also make beautiful 
installations and photographs. If they 
can’t lead to beautiful photographs, 
they won’t make good art.”

http://www.forbes.com/sites/alinacohen/2016/05/06/artist-shimon-attie-on-photography-language-beauty-and-getting-tear-gassed/2/
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Shimon	Attie	at	Jack	Shainman	
 

Jack Shainman Gallery was pleased to announce Shimon Attie’s sixth solo exhibition at the gallery. Facts 
on the Ground features Attie’s recent series of the same name which captures the artist’s poetic interventions 
at meaningful public spaces across Israel and Palestine. 
 
In 2014, Attie inserted approximately thirty custom light boxes of illuminated text into the contested 
landscape to produce site-specific installations staged specifically to be photographed. The glowing words 
both comment on the surrounding region and literally illuminate it, while additionally suggesting the 
inability of text and image to fully convey meaning. 
 

 
Image above: ©Shimon Attie, LAND LORD, Two on-location light boxes, looking onto the Israeli settlement Har Homa from the 

Palestinian Village Umm Tuba, annexed by Israel in 1967, 2014 digital c-print / Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman 
Gallery, New York. 

 
Rich with ambiguity, the phrases—some culled from the history of Zionism, others artistic distillations— 
resist interpretation, while pointing to some of the psychological, cultural, and political anxieties at stake 
in present day Israel and Palestine. Conceptually layered and visually arresting, these immersive images 
offer opportunities for reflection, while raising as many questions as they answer. 
 



 
Image above: ©Shimon Attie, STRIKING GOLD, Two on-location light boxes, Israeli Settlement, West Bank, 2014, digital c-

print / Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
 
Attie was born in Los Angeles in 1957, received his B.A. from the University of California in 1980 and 
M.F.A from San Francisco State. Attie currently lives and works in New York. He has received numerous 
honors, including fellowships from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation (2008-2009), The 
Radcliffe Institute at Harvard University (2006), and the Pollack-Krasner Foundation (2006, 1998), and 
awards such as the Lee Krasner Lifetime Achievement Award in Art (2013), a Cultural Lifetime 
Achievement Award in Visual Arts from the National Foundation for Jewish Culture (2005), and the Prix 
de Rome (2001-2002). 
 

 
Image above: ©Shimon Attie, ALL OF ONE’S FEARS, Two on-location light boxes, sited between Synagogue and ruins of 

former Mosque attacked by rioting Israelis during second Intifada, Cvar Shalem neighborhood, Tel Aviv, 2014, digital c-print 
/ Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 

 
Public collections holding Attie’s work include the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Centre George 
Pompidou, Paris; International Center for Photography, New York; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; 
The Jewish Museum, New York; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; 
and the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., among others. Attie is currently working on The Leave- 
Taking, a film made in collaboration with Syrian refugees who have recently arrived in Europe. In April 
2017, he will be featured as part of the Saint Louis Art Museum’s series, Currents, which will showcase a 
new project. 
  



 
Image above: ©Shimon Attie, WILD AND URGENT (i), Two on-location light boxes, Settler Houses, Israeli Settlement, West 

Bank, 2014, digital c-print / Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

  
A catalogue accompanying Facts on the Ground will be released to coincide with the exhibition’s opening. 
The monograph features 22 full-page color plates, an introduction by Mieke Bal, an essay by art historian 
Gannit Ankori and architect/artist Samir Srouji, and a poem by Maureen N. McLane. 
On Tuesday, May 10th at 5:30pm, Attie will be in conversation at the New York Public Library with 
Maya Benton, Curator at the International Center of Photography, and Norman Kleeblatt, Chief Curator, 
The Jewish Museum. The program will be held at the Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Celeste 
Auditorium, and is free and open to the public. 
 
Concurrently on view is a solo exhibition of the work of Radcliffe Bailey at 513 West 20th Street. 
Upcoming exhibitions include A Change of Place: Four Solo Exhibitions, featuring work by Pierre Dorion, 
Hayv Kahraman, Richard Mosse, and Garnett Puett and opening at The School in Kinderhook on May 
22nd. 
  
Shimon Attie: Facts on the Ground is on view at Jack Shainman Gallery until June 4, 2016 at 513 W 20th 
st, New York, NY 
 
Thumbnail image: ©Shimon Attie, LAND LORD, Two on-location light boxes, looking onto the Israeli settlement Har Homa from 
the Palestinian Village Umm Tuba, annexed by Israel in 1967, 2014 digital c-print 



	
	

11	MUST-SEE	ART	SHOWS	OPENING	
THIS	WEEK	

	

Gary	Pini	04/27/16	at	04:03PM	
	

 
 
Jack Shainman (524 West 24th Street) opens "Facts on the Ground," the gallery's sixth solo show 
by Shimon Attie, on Thursday, April 28, 6 to 8 p.m. The New York-based artist installed and 
photographed thirty light boxes with text in public spaces in Israel and Palestine. Up until June 4. 
Attie is also in conversation with Maya Benton and Norman Kleeblatt on May 10, 5:30 p.m., at the 
New York Public Library. 
	



Shana Nys Dambrot  Become a fan 
Art critic, curator, essayist based in Los Angeles.

Posted: 07/13/2015 12:56 pm EDT  Updated: 07/15/2015 10:59 am EDT

Art AIDS America: An Impressive Exhibition and an
Important Curatorial Event

Joey Terrill Born Los Angeles, California, 1955
StillLife with ForgetMeNots and One Week's Dose of Truvada, 2012
Mixed media on canvas, 36 × 48 inches
Leslie/Lohman Gay Art Foundation, Foundation purchase

As part of  the One City One Pride LGBTQ Arts Festival and WeHo@30,  the City of West Hollywood hosts about a bazillion ongoing and
special engagement events in the galleries, libraries, design and culture centers, civic meeting halls, theaters, parks, and the very streets of
the City. This has been going on since the end of May and shows little sign of abating any time soon. The only problem is, amid all the well
earned exuberance and celebratory calendarstuffing though, there's one particular exhibition that you might have missed. Let's fix that right
now  because Art AIDS America may be the most important, historically salient, stylistically diverse, and politically inspirational of them
all. Which is saying something.

October 9, 2015

Art AIDS America  is  the  first comprehensive survey considering some 30 years of art produced  in response  to  the AIDS epidemic  in  the
United States. Covering the early years of the crisis through to the present day, Art AIDS America was organized by the Tacoma Art Museum
in partnership with the Bronx Museum of the Arts  its full version opens in Tacoma in late 2015 followed by New York in 2016. But as a
kind of highculture present for its 30th birthday, the City of West Hollywood gets to see it first. Already on view and continuing through
September  6,  a  special  sneak  peek  preview  of  the  show  is  installed  at  both  the West Hollywood  Library  and ONE Archives Museum &
Gallery,  right  here  at  home. With  about  50 works  on  view,  those  at  the  Library  include  artists  from  across  the  country; ONE Archive's
selections focus on California artists, including previously unseen photographs by Catherine Opie.
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Shimon Attie: Untitled Memory (projection of Axel H.), 1998, Ektacolor photograph, Edition 1 of 3, 32 × 38 3/4  inches Courtesy of  the
artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

The show was cocurated by art historical heavyweights Rock Hushka, Chief Curator at Tacoma Art Museum, and Dr. Jonathan D. Katz,
Director of the Visual Studies Doctoral Program of the University at Buffalo. Though on view through Labor Day, this weekend has one very
special engagement planned, as Dr. Katz leads a free guided walkthrough on Saturday, July 18 beginning at 1pm at the Library, and moving
to the ONE Archive at about 2:30.

As City of West Hollywood Mayor Lindsey Horvath noted in her moving remarks at the exhibition's opening reception, "Artists are so often
on  the  forefront of  social  change and activism. So while we  continue  to mourn  those we  lost  too early, we also  celebrate  the artists who
brought  AIDS  to  the  attention  of  the  world  as  artistic  protest  and  call  to  action. We  hope  the  works  you  see  will  lead  you  to  a  deeper
appreciation of the time in which they were created, the struggles that the community undertook, and the brave and beautiful vision that
artists shared of their anger, loss, and perhaps even hope."

More  than an  invaluable  reminder of  the power of  creative  responses  to political  challenges,  this  exhibition  is  an aesthetic  tour de  force
appealing to any appreciator of contemporary American art. It is impressively diverse and eclectic in terms of the mediums, messages, and
included  artists  themselves.  Memorable  masterpieces,  fresh  perspectives,  tragedy,  hope,  progress,  and  milestones  both  unsettling  and
inspirational are the order of the day in this exhibition that is ostensibly about how the AIDS crisis changed society  but is really about how
art can change the world.

ART AIDS AMERICA, Venues and Hours through September 6:
West Hollywood Library, 625 N. San Vicente Blvd., West Hollywood, CA 90069; MondayThursday: 11am7pm; Friday and Saturday:
10am6pm
ONE National Archives and Gallery, 626 N. Robertson Blvd., West Hollywood, CA 90069; Thursday: 4pm8pm; Friday, Saturday &
Sunday: 1pm5pm

Saturday, July 18: Jonathan D. Katz, PhD Leads his tour from 12:30pm at the West Hollywood Library and from 2:45
3:30p.m. at the ONE Archives Gallery & Museum.
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See It Now: How AIDS Changed Art Forever
By David Schonauer   Tuesday August 11, 2015

Not many exhibitions make you look at history in a new way.

But that is exactly what “Art AIDS America” does. The exhibition, previewing this summer at the ONE Archives Gallery
& Museum in West Hollywood before opening in a fuller version at the Tacoma Art Museum in Washington on October 3,
is the first comprehensive survey considering some 30 years of art produced in response to the AIDS epidemic in the
United States. The work — including photography from Robert Mapplethorpe, Bill Jacobson, Andres Serrano, David
Wojnarowicz and Kia Labeija — covers the periods both before and after the introduction of medicine that extended the
lives of those living with HIV. And in doing so, it points to a profound change that took place.

In the words of cocreator Rock Hushka, the exhibition shows “how the artists’ response to the epidemic utterly changed
artistic practice in the United States.”

The exhibition has been met with wide praise in the media. At the Huffington Post, for instance, LA art critic Shana Nys
Dambrot calls it “historically salient, stylistically diverse, and politically inspirational.”

Before the AIDS crisis, notes Wired, “popular art wasn’t all that biographical — consider Andy Warhol’s screen printed
homages to consumerism, or Jackson Pollock’s abstracted paintings. AIDS changed that. It spurred artists to use the
medium to tell the world about their crisis.”

“Here was art living out its ideal and making change and doing it in an unapologetic way,” says Hushka, the Tacoma Art
Museum’s chief curator.

 Shimon Attie, Untitled Memory (projection of Axel H.), 1988

Cocurator Jonathan David Katz tells POZ  that the show's oldest piece, Izhar Patkin’s “Unveiling of Modern Chastity,”
from 1981, “is, as far as I know, the first work of art about AIDS.” The artwork, a depiction of wounds and lesions on a
putrid green surface, is an obvious reference to Kaposi’s sarcoma, notes the website.

While art from the 1980s and 1990s aimed to insert AIDS into the art world’s conversation—and that of the culture at
large—work made after the HIV medicines were introduced kept the virus in the public consciousness, says Hushka,
pointing, for instance, to the work of Labeija, a 25yearold photographer who contracted HIV from her mother at birth.

“Her glamorous selfportraits are a more celebratory, empowered interpretation of what it’s like to have the virus today,
even though her condition is an integral part of the work,” notes Wired.

“Memorable masterpieces, fresh perspectives, tragedy, hope, progress, and milestones both unsettling and inspirational
are the order of the day in this exhibition that is ostensibly about how the AIDS crisis changed society  but is really
about how art can change the world,” writes Dambrot.

______________________________
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Preview: Two video-centric exhibitions at the 
Wexner cover meaningful ground 
 
By Jackie Mantey 
From the May 2, 2013 edition 
 

 
Shimon Attie’s video installation “MetroPAL.IS.” at The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum in 
Ridgefield, Connecticut. 

“Shimon Attie: Metro.PAL.IS.” 

Pronounced “metro palace,” video and film artist Shimon Attie’s video installation’s title 
alludes to its subject: the Palestinian and Israeli conflict. 

http://www.columbusalive.com/content/authors/mantey-jackie.html
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Attie’s family is from the Middle East, and although he has “deep connections” to that 
part of the world, even having lived there for some time as a teenager, Attie avoided the 
issue in his art. 

“I never did a project on it, although, for 20 years people were telling me, ‘Why don’t 
you do a project in Israel,’” Attie said. “I finally did feel like it was the right time. I did so 
with great caution because who knows how much mediocre political art is done about 
the Middle East conflict. It is fraught with a lot of traps. That made me hesitant.” 

In “Metro.PAL.IS.,” eight HD video screens are set up in a half circle. Each screen 
features a Palestinian and Israeli actor from New York. They are paired off into 
characters — the Palestinian businessman/ the Israeli businessman, the Palestinian 
“Jersey girl”/ Israeli “Jersey girl,” etc. The characters take turns reading a hybrid text 
Attie wrote of the Israeli Declaration (1948) and the Palestinian Declaration (1988). 

Eventually the characters’ distinctions of being Israeli or Palestinian are less clear and 
the similarities in the peoples’ struggles are brought to the surface. 

“It’s one of those pieces that’s incredibly complicated to explain but incredibly powerful 
to experience,” said Jennifer Lange, curator of the center’s Film/Video Studio Program, 
where Attie, as a visiting artist in 2010, worked meticulously on the project’s 
complicated, multi-layered sound composition. 

“Sonically, it’s really beautiful,” she said. “It does become this musical thing; it’s almost 
harmonies that are created.” 

 



 

Shimon Attie Projects Past Into Present 
Visual Artist Brings World War II Into Modern Reality 

By Laura Hodes 
Published November 14, 2012, issue of November 16, 2012. 

 

COURTESY SHIMON ATTIE AND JACK SHAIMAN GALLERY 

Projecting History: Artist Shimon Attie projects images from the past onto present day environments. 

 
Artist Shimon Attie is probably best known for “Sites Unseen,” his 1990s series of temporary 

installations in Europe, in which he projected photographic images of a lost Jewish past onto 

actual sites. For “Writing on the Wall,” (1991–1993), Attie, living in Berlin at the time, was 

haunted by the lack of any past signs of Jews, so he projected images of former Jewish citizens 

onto the actual buildings, forcing local people to reflect on the disappearance of their former 

neighbors. In “Trains” (1993) he projected photographs of Dresden’s former Jewish citizens onto the 

city’s central railway station. In these installations, he was responding to a personal feeling 

that these places were haunted by dead Jews of whom there was an absence of any external sign. 

 

Attie uses art to externalize his private visions — his postmemory, as Marianne Hirsch, a Columbia 

University professor of English and comparative literature who has written extensively on this 

topic, would call it — and make them part of the collective memory of the viewer. The experience of 

postmemory is to be haunted by the traumatic memories of past generations to such an extent that 

those memories seem one’s own. Attie’s in situ installations create a powerful visual palimpsest, a 

visible layering of the past onto the present, projecting images onto sites where the inhabitants 

would rather just forget history. 

 

http://forward.com/authors/laura-hodes/
http://forward.com/issues/2012-11-16/


Currently, Attie’s 1995 installation, “The Neighbor Next Door,” has been re-envisioned by Attie and 

by co-curators Dave Tolchinsky and Debra Tolchinsky, at Northwestern University’s Mary & Leigh 

Block Museum of Art, where it will be exhibited until December 9. In the original 1995 in situ 

installation, Attie mounted 16-mm film projectors inside the windows of three different apartments 

along the same street in Amsterdam on which Anne Frank and other Jews had hidden during World War 

II; then, at night, he projected short film loops including actual footage that Jews in hiding 

during the Holocaust filmed from nearby windows. (One of the three films is actually from Nazi 

propaganda, an image of soldiers marching in formation.) These images differed from those of his 

other installations in projecting images of Nazis rather than Jews. Dutch passersby walked through 

the projected images; some stopped and turned, others kept walking. As art critic James E. Young 

wrote, the images forced the Dutch passersby to confront the national myth of how the Dutch 

sheltered Jews, and to immerse themselves in the hidden Jews’ memory and see the outside world from 

their perspective. 

 

In this exhibit at Northwestern, these same three film loops are shown within the pure “white 

space” of the Alsdorf Gallery. Unlike the 1995 Dutch passersby who were surprised by and confronted 

with these images as they walked along the street, we are not physically walking through these 

projected images. As gallery visitors, we know to expect the images, although it takes effort to 

find them. Our experience of the original filmed image is mediated, like postmemory itself. 

 

When you enter the gallery, you feel cocooned within its white space and within the loud, ambient 

noises of street sound, as if in a dream-space. The filmed images are not easily found or consumed 

on projected screens; instead, you enter the gallery and see only white walls, a crooked winding 

hallway evoking an attic as if you are the hiding Jew. It is only upon second look that you see 

three tiny holes notched in the wall, and you must bend and peer into the holes to see the films 

from the 1995 installation. Our viewing is active; as we look we cannot see the entire filmed 

image. When you peer into the holes, you feel you are peering into actual memories, the memories of 

the hidden Jew filming the image and the memories of the Nazis and collaborators, marching in 

spectral procession. Enhancing the feeling that we are entering the space of memory is the sense of 

fragmentation and repetition: The films are only several minutes long and repeat in endless 

flashes; the soundtrack of street noise continually repeats, just as our own memories continually 

return to us. 

 

These projected images seem more blurred than they do in published reproductions of the 1995 

installation. Unlike in the original images, here one cannot make out facial features or any 

details. The images have lost their sharpness and focus, much like memories do with time. The 

marching Nazis in “Prinsengracht 572: Passing Funeral” and “Prinsengracht 468: Passing Military 

Band” pass like shadows along the 1995 cobblestone pavement, spectral images of young men playing 

instruments in a band, of horses nodding their heads from the dead. The typical layering effect of 

Attie’s work is heightened in this reinstallation. Historical boundaries — between 1940s Amsterdam, 

1995 Amsterdam and 2012 Evanston — are blurred. Witness perspectives are superimposed so that 

hiding Jews, wartime Nazis and collaborators, Dutch onlookers of 1995 and 2012 gallery viewers 

share the same vantage. While looking at the images we are suspended between layers of time as if 

in the space of dreams or memory. The effect is to transform this small gallery, so far across the 

seas of time and space from 1945 Amsterdam, into a sacred space, a collectively experienced 

memorial to the dead, a place for the reanimation of lost, forgotten and repressed memories. 

 

At the same time, the installation is a reflection on the power of the medium of film itself. While 

we stand in the gallery, it is as if we are standing within the walls of a camera obscura, the 

ceiling lights beaming through the small holes and casting blurred images onto the Amsterdam 

streets. I was reminded later of the line from Jonathan Littell’s novel “The Kindly Ones,” in which 



the narrator, an SS officer, says, “I was always observing myself: It was as if a film camera were 

fixed just above me, and I was at once this camera, the man it was filming, and the man who was 

then studying the film.” 

 

Attie has transformed two individual visions — his own postmemory and the hidden Jew’s film footage 

— into a collective one. Far from passive viewers of these films, we become simultaneously the 

hidden Jew, the marching Nazi, the Dutch passersby, the voyeur and even the medium itself. 

 

Laura Hodes is a writer and lawyer living in Chicago. 





























ARTnewsmag  
 

March 28, 2011 

  

Reading Between the Lines:  

Israelis and Palestinians who share the status of being New Yorkers on 4 of the 8 screens 
in Shimon Attie’s video installation MetroPAL.IS., at The Aldrich Contemporary Art 
Museum. The participants, who appear as their “New York selves,” perform a document 
composed of a mixture of the Israeli and Palestinian declarations of independence.  

Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 
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